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may be accomplished in a variety of ways; for example, calcium
chloride or silicate of soda may be applied; other proprietary articles
may be mixed in the wearing course to accelerate and intensify
hardening; rapid-hardening cements are useful where early strength
is required; finally we have the ordinary method of curing by keep-
ing the surface wetted for several days after laying. This may be
effected by : " ponding "—a process of building clay dams at the
sides and across the road to retain a depth of about 2 in. of water;
or by covering with a 2-in. layer of wetted earth, sand or better still
sawdust, cotton mats, wetted straw or waterproof paper, sawdust
can be used over and over again.
Recent comparative tests on hardening prove that curing by
<f ponding ", or by covering with moist earth, is generally the most
satisfactory,
It is extremely important to maintain the concrete in a wet con-
dition for the first three or four days when the strength is developing
most rapidly; after this period the rate of hardening slows down,
and it is to some extent of less importance to continue watering.
The cost of applying silicate or soda, in addition to the usual method
of watering or damping, is very small in proportion to the benefit
obtained in improved wearing qualities*
Strength tests may be made at periodic intervals on test-beams
cured under the same conditions as for the road-slab. The slab is
sufficiently strong for traffic when the test beams show a modulus
of rupture of about 350 Ib. per sq. in.
In a wet country like Britain excellent concrete wearing surfaces
may be obtained when a gentle rain falls immediately after tamping.
Even a heavy downpour will not entirely spoil the slab, it will merely
leave the aggregate above the mortar rather high, a condition which
may well stand up to the wear of traffic.
In hot, sunny weather the new concrete should be protected
immediately by placing over it canvas or tarpaulin shades.
In hot weather the crown of the road—which, of course, has the
greatest wear—dries very quickly, both after laying and later, after
sprinkling, and curing is rendered ineffective for the middle portion
of tlie road. In this manner the wearing qualities may be seriously
impaired where traffic is the heaviest.
Generally traffic should not be allowed to pass over the road until
a period of at least two weeks has elapsed from the laying of the last
section in mild weather, and for a longer period in cold weather.
This closing increases the cost of the wgrk by the additional watching
and lighting. In some cases it would be advmble to close the road
after, say, two weeks only during the daytiofe and open it during
periods of darkness. This dispenses with lighting and also night
watching.

